AbstractÐApplication Specific Programmable Processors (ASPP) provide efficient implementation for any of m specified functionalities. Due to their flexibility and convenient performance-cost trade-offs, ASPPs are being developed by DSP, video, multimedia, and embedded IC manufacturers. In this paper, we present two low-cost approaches to graceful degradation-based permanent fault tolerance of ASPPs. ASPP fault tolerance constraints are incorporated during scheduling, allocation, and assignment phases of behavioral synthesis. Graceful degradation is supported by implementing multiple schedules of the ASPP applications, each with a different throughput constraint. In this paper, we do not consider concurrent error detection. The first ASPP fault tolerance technique minimizes the hardware resources while guaranteeing that the ASPP remains operational in the presence of all k-unit faults. On the other hand, the second fault tolerance technique maximizes the ASPP fault tolerance subject to constraints on the hardware resources. These ASPP fault tolerance techniques impose several unique tasks, such as fault-tolerant scheduling, hardware allocation, and application-to-faulty-unit assignment. We address each of them and demonstrate the effectiveness of the overall approach, the synthesis algorithms, and software implementations on a number of industrial-strength designs.
INTRODUCTION
M ODERN applications require high performance, low power, and inexpensive multiple functionalities. Furthermore, multiple standards (e.g., CDMA and TDMA in wireless communications and NTSC, PAL, and SECAM for television) may exist for the same application. Whereas multiplicity of standards, diverse quality-of-service offerings, and the rapidly changing deployment scenarios mandate a need for flexibility, portability, and mobility necessitate low power operation. However, neither generalpurpose processors nor dedicated special-purpose processors by themselves can offer these diverse implementation properties. Consequently, several major processor manufacturers, including Fujitsu [10] (with their 86k line of programmable processors) and Motorola [30] (with their application-specific programmable DSP processors), are offering a comprehensive line of application-specific programmable processors (ASPPs) that preserve all the advantages of special-purpose processors while retaining the cost and flexibility provided by general-purpose processors. These market trends confirm the rapidly growing need for efficient synthesis techniques for ASPP designs. We focus on the reconfigurability of datapathintensive application-specific computation since we are targeting DSP, video, control, and communication applications. Further, wireless communication (TDMA, CDMA), television (NTSC, PAL, SECAM, HDTV), video compression (JPEG, MPEG), audio compression (AC-3, AC-97), etc. are standardized. Therefore, the functionality of commercial electronic products is limited to a minor variation of these standards.
An application specific programmable datapath, shown in Fig. 1 , implements a seventh order IIR filter (IIR7) and two schedules of the volterra filter (VOLTERRA). 1 The flexibility and redundancy inherent in such ASPP designs are an excellent source for providing permanent fault tolerance with low overhead. For example, in Fig. 1 , if all units are operational, either IIR7 or VOLTERRA can be executed. In the presence of a single faulty unit, one of the schedules of VOLTERRA is still operational, as shown in Table 1 .
An ASPP can be configured to execute only those applications that do not use the faulty units. Alternatively, when only limited repair is economically feasible, one can invoke an application on the ASPP requiring the smallest number of repair steps [31] . Statistically, we still have an IC which realizes all of the required functionalities, but with reduced costs for yield enhancement repair [25] .
From a design tools perspective, the focus has been on synthesizing a specific implementation for a given computation which meets a combination of design constraints, such as throughput, latency, and power, while optimizing a primary design goal, area. We developed a behavioral synthesis tool that synthesizes ASPP designs starting with the specifications of any m functionalities. We use the architectural flexibility of an ASPP to develop two approaches for graceful degradation-based permanent fault tolerance. We show how these ASPP fault tolerance constraints can be incorporated during the scheduling, allocation, and assignment phases of behavioral synthesis. We assume that a concurrent fault detection mechanism has already been implemented and, hence, focus only on incorporating graceful degradation. Graceful degradation is supported by implementing multiple schedules of the ASPP applications, each with a different throughput constraint. In the first technique, the hardware resources are minimized while guaranteeing that the ASPP remains operational in the presence of all k-unit faults. On the other hand, in the second technique, the fault tolerance of an ASPP is maximized subject to constraints on the hardware resources. Fault-tolerant ASPP synthesis imposes several unique tasks such as fault-tolerant scheduling, hardware allocation, and application-to-faulty-unit assignment. We address each of them and demonstrate the effectiveness of the overall approach, the synthesis algorithms, and software implementations on a number of industrial-strength designs.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: We first briefly survey the related work along several dimensions. Next, we will discuss the hardware and fault models. In Sections 5 and 6, we formulate the two faulttolerant ASPP synthesis problems, describe the synthesis algorithms, and present experimental results. In Section 7, we conclude by summarizing the results, outlining the future directions in the design of fault-tolerant ASPPs.
RELATED RESEARCH
The most relevant related work can be traced along three lines of research and development: reconfigurable hardware, behavioral synthesis, and fault tolerance techniques.
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) are being extensively used for dynamic reconfiguration [7] , [8] , [16] , [43] . FPGA-based reconfigurable architectures, algorithms suitable for run-time reconfiguration and implementation of proof-of-concept designs, have been investigated [7] , [16] . This has resulted in a dynamic instruction set computer and FPGA-based implementation for the traveling salesman problem, mean filtering, and edge detection. FPGA techniques for on-the-fly adaptation of a video signal processor have been investigated by the dynamic computing project [43] . Since it takes a few milliseconds to download a hardware netlist onto an FPGA, it entails significant performance overhead and, hence, is limited to applications with infrequent context switching. Although dynamically programmable gate arrays (DPGAs) store multiple personality vectors to reduce the reconfiguration time, their memory requirement increases to 33 percent (compared to 10 percent in FPGAs) [8] .
There are a number of papers which describe fault tolerance schemes for FPGAs. For example, Doumar et al. [11] proposed a scheme where fault tolerance is achieved by shifting the configuration data inside the FPGA. Dutt et al. [12] achieve fault tolerance by using incremental rerouting in the FPGA. Meyer et al. [24] developed a greedy algorithm for enhancing fault tolerance of one-time programmable FPGAs. Finally, Lach et al. [19] presented both methodology for design of tiling-based fault-tolerant FPGA systems as well as a survey of earlier efforts on designing fault-tolerant FPGA-based systems.
Recently, application specific instruction sets processors (ASIP) received a great deal of attention. An ASIP has a programmable architecture tuned to an application class. Identifying an optimal instruction set to improve the applications in the selected class, subject to area and power dissipation constraints, has been addressed by several researchers [41] , [21] , [6] , [22] , [29] . Analysis tools to profile the applications in a class to select an optimal instruction set [41] , [21] and synthesis tools to design an architecture to efficiently execute the instructions in this instruction set [6] , [22] , [29] have been developed. Although ASIPs provide greater flexibility than ASICs, this comes at the expense of low performance, high cost and power, and a need for compilation support. Although synthesis of applicationspecific programmable processors [5] , [15] and applicationspecific instruction sets processors (ASIP) [14] , [22] , [29] have been receiving a great deal of attention, none of these ASIP and ASPP design methodologies address faulttolerant design.
Behavioral synthesis has been an active area of research for more than two decades [9] , [13] , [23] and numerous outstanding systems have been built targeting both data path-oriented and control-oriented applications [23] , [33] . Behavioral synthesis traditionally has addressed synthesis and optimization of a single CDFG for sampling rate, area, and, more recently, power and test hardware overhead minimization [9] , [23] .
Recently, a few efforts have been reported on behavioral synthesis techniques for fault-tolerant designs. Orailoglu and Karri [27] presented scheduling, assignment, and transformation-based methods for fault tolerance against transient faults. Guerra et al. [15] presented the first work which concentrates on permanent faults. They showed how fault tolerance achieved using a set of spare units can be used for yield and productivity enhancement. Recently, Iyer [17] introduced a method which explores trade-offs between performance and yield. Antola et al. [2] , [3] developed high level synthesis techniques for concurrent and semiconcurrent error detection in data paths. Automatic synthesis of self-recovering microarchitectures has been previously addressed. An algorithm that intertwines checkpoint insertion and scheduling (of operations in the input algorithm to clock cycles) to synthesize self-recovering microarchitectures for supporting fault-recovery in hardware was first presented in [18] , [26] . More recently, [4] , [36] presented algorithms for recovery point insertion in recoverable microarchitectures that minimizes the number of rollback points given constraints on the number of registers and maximum number of time steps between any two rollback points (the stride). For efficient concurrent detection, [37] showed how fault-security constraints can be incorporated during high level synthesis.
PRELIMINARIES

Computational Model
Our computational model for a single application is homogeneous synchronous data flow [20] , a special case of the data flow process network family of computational semantics. The model assumes a periodic computation done on an incoming semifinite stream of data along the time axis. Within this model, a task is represented as a hierarchical Control Data Flow Graph qxY iY (or CDFG), with nodes x representing the flow graph operations and the edges i and , respectively, the data and timing dependences between the operations. Note that the control dependences are subsumed by the timing control dependences. A CDFG of a 2nd-order FIR filter is shown in Fig. 2a . The homogeneous synchronous data flow model provides semantics for numerous behavioral synthesis systems targeting numerically intensive applications [42] . Many of most popular DSP, video, continuous media, communication, control, and graphics applications follow the selected computational model.
Hardware Model
In modern designs, a variety of register file models have been used [9] . From among them, we have selected the dedicated register file hardware model for modeling at the structural register-transfer (RT) level. This model clusters all registers in register files and each file is then connected only to the inputs of the corresponding execution units. Fig. 2b shows a microarchitecture which is synthesized from the the second-order FIR filter CDFG shown in Fig. 2a . An important benefit of the chosen hardware model is that it reduces the interconnect at the expense of additional registers. This trade-off is particularly important for modern and future submicron technologies. A more practical reason for using the dedicated register file model is that we are using the behavioral synthesis utility tools from the Hyper behavioral synthesis system [42] . Hyper provides tools for translations from a high-level applicative language to the internal CDFG format, estimation subroutines, simulations, and hardware mapping facilities, as well as access to a large number of real-life design specifications. Other hardware models can be directly addressed using the proposed methodology and synthesis algorithms, although appropriate minor modifications to the software are required to address different interconnect schemes.
There are three types of controllers that are suitable for ASPP designs. Programmable Controllers [28] often bring a somewhat large implementation area overhead and a limited degradation in performance. However, it provides flexibility not only for ASPP, but also for the additional introduction of new functional specifications for a given datapath. Off-chip controllers are flexible in that they can be replaced as necessary since they are located on a separate integrated circuit. A number of high performance datapath intensive chips have been designed using this option [34] . The same drawbacks and advantage as in the case of programmable controller option hold. Composed controller is a third alternative wherein the controller is located on-chip and is the composition of all possible control configurations that are required. Its effectiveness depends on how well several different (but often very similar) controllers can be merged using logic synthesis tools. Of these, we use the composed controller for our ASPP implementations.
Fault Model
We assume a widely used single stuck-at fault model [1] . Before the graceful degradation step in an ASPP can be invoked, the fault in the ASPP should be detected. Any offline testing and diagnosis scheme, such as full-scan, combinational ATPG, and BIST, can be used to detect faults. The ASPP fault tolerance techniques can tolerate faults that occur either in an execution unit or in a register file or in the interconnect. A fault in a register file prevents its corresponding execution unit from receiving data and, thus, has the same effect as a fault in the execution unit. A faulty interconnect is tolerated by treating it as a failure in the execution unit at its data-sending connection. To make this possible, any two functional units that have a data transfer between them are connected by a dedicated bus. To reduce the interconnection overhead, all point-to-point buses emanating from a functional unit are merged without violating the fault tolerance constraints. We assume that the controller is fault-free. However, since the area of the controller is usually only a few percent (1-3) of the designs, it can be easily duplicated with a negligible impact on the ASPP area.
FAULT-TOLERANT ASPP
We will motivate a behavioral synthesis approach for incorporating k-unit fault tolerance into ASPPs and discuss the relationship between ASPP designs, the degree of fault tolerance, and area and performance overheads. Consider an integrated digital signal processing system consisting of dedicated coprocessors for three signal processing applicationsÐan adaptive filter (ADAPT) with latency of eight, a four-stage cascaded quadratic filter (CASCADE) with latency of 16, and an eighth order infinite impulse response filter (IIR8) with latency of 19, as shown in Fig. 3a, Fig. 3b,  Fig. 3c .
ADAPT requires three adders and three multipliers, CASCADE requires two adders and one multiplier. Similarly, IIR8 requires two multipliers and one adder, although the word length is different from others. These dedicated ASICs cannot tolerate any functional unit failures. Consider an ASPP that can be configured to run any one of these applications at any given time. The resulting ASPP requires only three adders and three multipliers, as shown in Fig. 4a . The layouts of the dedicated coprocessors and the ASPP with their areas annotated are shown in Fig. 5a , Fig. 5b, Fig. 5c, Fig. 5d . All layouts are scaled to reflect their relative sizes. The area occupied by the dedicated coprocessors is 97.55 mm P , 2 35 percent larger than the ASPP area. What are the potential benefits of such a multifunctional processor? Since six functional units are used, there are T g I possible ways that a single functional unit can fail. Toward illustrating the key concepts and importance of fault tolerance in ASPP designs, consider the application-tofaulty-unit assignment summarized in Table 2 . Prefixes A and M stand for adder and multiplier, respectively. The numbers after them are the instances. 2. 0.6 micron SCMOS technology library was used. CASCADE and IIR8 tolerate three single-unit faults each. The basic ASPP of Fig. 4a can tolerate only four out of the six one-unit faults. This is because faults in A2 and M2 are tolerated by both applications, while faults in A0 and M0 are not tolerated by either application. Consider the application-to-faulty-unit assignment shown in Table 3 . All one-unit faults are tolerated either by CASCADE or by IIR8. They can also tolerate three two-unit faults and one three-unit fault. The corresponding fault-tolerant ASPP microarchitecture and layout are shown in Figs. 4b and 5e, respectively. Although there is an increase in interconnect, the area overhead for one-unit fault tolerance with respect to the basic ASPP implementation is less than 1 percent. For this fault-tolerant ASPP, the following reconfiguration strategy can be adopted: If all modules are operational, configure the ASPP to implement ADAPT. If adder A0, multiplier M0, or multiplier M1 is faulty, configure the ASPP to implement CASCADE. Similarly, if adder A1, adder A2, or multiplier M2 are faulty, configure the ASPP to implement IIR8.
The case of two-unit fault tolerance is more complex. There are 15 different ways in which two-units can fail. A CASCADE schedule can tolerate only one of three possible two-multiplier-unit faults. Similarly, an IIR8 schedule can tolerate one of the three possible two-adder-unit faults. To tolerate all possible two-unit faults, at least three schedules of CASCADE and three schedules of IIR8 (each with different application-to-faulty-unit assignments) are required. A two-unit tolerant hardware allocation is shown in Table 4 . The two-unit faults (A1, M2), (A0, M1), and (A2, M0) are tolerated by more than one schedule.
The ASPP interconnect and controller overhead increases with the number of schedules implemented on it. The number of implemented schedules can be reduced without compromising the k-unit fault tolerance of the ASPP by increasing the latency of the application schedules. If the latencies of CASCADE and IIR8 are increased to 18 and 21, respectively, their hardware requirements decrease to one adder and one multiplier. The new fault-tolerant hardware allocation is summarized in Table 5 . The fault-tolerant ASPP microarchitectures with and without graceful degradation are shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b , respectively. Observe the reduction in the interconnect due to graceful degradation. 
GUARANTEEING K-UNIT FAULT TOLERANCE OF ASPPs
K-unit fault tolerance can be guaranteed by combining the inherent redundancy of ASPPs with judicious application-to-faulty-unit assignment and application latency determination.
Problem Statement. Given an underlying hardware model and N applications, each with its execution time bound, synthesize a high-performance and minimum area design so that any one of these N applications can be executed at any given time, and, for any k-unit failure, the ASPP design is still operational (i.e., at least one of these N applications is still working).
The design flow is outlined in Fig. 7 . Initially, the applications are bundled together based on their hardware and structural similarity. In the process, the area overhead is minimized. Following application bundling, the latency determination phase is entered, wherein the latencies of the individual applications are determined while ensuring the desired k-unit fault tolerance. Next, the hardware allocations of applications are matched to the k-faulty-unit combinations using a branch and bound technique. This step determines the hardware not usable by a given schedule of an application. Based on this information, ASPP allocation, assignment, and scheduling algorithms are invoked on the applications in a bundle. The fault-tolerant ASPP synthesis trajectory is completed by invoking the Hyper hardware mapper and layout generator. Fault tolerance constraints are incorporated during the highlighted phases in the design trajectory.
The input to the Hyper behavioral synthesis system is a design specified using the SILAGE language [42] . The input is translated into the hierarchical control data flow graph (CDFG) format, where each node corresponds either to arithmetic, logic, memory access, or input/output transfer operation and each edge denotes either data or control flow dependency. When the Hyper's estimation subroutines are applied to the CDFG, the resulting requirements on datapath components are used as initial resource allocation. After that, there is a provision for applying a number of transformations, such as pipelining, retiming, associativity, and common subexpression elimination. Next, clock cycle length and module selections are performed. The two final mandatory steps, before hardware mapping and layout generation using the Lager silicon compiler, are constraint-driven scheduling and assignment. For almost all synthesis steps, the user can specify desired run time/quality of results trade-off. The default option uses yn P heuristics and usually requires less than one minute for all the tasks [42] .
Latency Determination
The latency of each application in the bundle is determined so as to ensure that the resulting ASPP processor can tolerate all k-unit faults. K-unit fault tolerance is ensured by tuning the hardware utilization of individual applications. Decreasing the system throughput (by increasing the latency) reduces hardware utilization and increases the fault tolerance capability of an application. As a first step, all possible k-unit faults are collapsed into smaller sets of faults based on the type of hardware units that fail. For example, in a design that uses adders and multipliers, the two-unit faults are collapsed into the following sets:
. Two-multiply faults, . Two-adder faults, . One-adder-One-multiply faults. Collapsing faults into smaller sets can be represented by the set of tuples:
where, r I Y r P Y F F F Y r n are the number of faulty units of type IY PY F F F Y n, respectively. For an application bundle with n hardware types and k-unit fault tolerance, the number of tuples in the set can be computed by the recursion:
The set , together with the unused hardware distributions of the individual applications (obtained using a similar recursion), is used to quickly verify if the selected latencies for the applications can ensure k-unit fault tolerance. Toward this end, it is checked if, for each tuple in the set , there is at least one application in the bundle whose unutilized hardware units for each type of hardware is larger than the number of faulty units of that type in the tuple. If not, the latencies of selected applications are increased. Although increasing latency succeeds for low k, additional hardware units are added to guarantee k-unit fault tolerance.
Matching Applications with Faulty Units
A single schedule for each application may not be sufficient to implement k-unit fault tolerance. This is because, although this single schedule may cover a tuple in the set , it may not tolerate all the k-unit fault combinations that the tuple represents. If, out of the r t hardware units of type t available for the bundle, s schedules of the application may be necessary. The problem is to match the schedules of the applications with the k-faulty-unit combinations so that:
. There is at least one schedule that can operate in the presence of a k-unit fault, . At least one schedule of each application is implemented, and . The total number of implemented schedules is minimized. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Each column in the two-dimensional table corresponds to a k-faulty unit combination (denoted as g I Y g P Y F F F Y g n and each row corresponds to a schedule of an application (denoted as e I I Y e I P Y F F F Y e m nm . If a schedule of an application covers a k-faulty-unit combination, the corresponding cell is marked with an x. The objective is then to ensure that there is at least one x in each column while minimizing the number of rows. This problem can be transformed to the vertex covering problem [35] by identifying each of the k-faulty-unit combinations as a vertex and each of the possible application schedules as an edge.
A branch and bound technique outlined in Fig. 9 is used to solve this problem. The MinimumSetOfSchedules is the current best solution that tolerates all the combinations of k faulty units and includes all the schedules, initially. The CurrentSetOfSchedules tolerates only some of the combinations of k-faulty units and is initially null and grows when the schedule inclusion branch in Step 9 is taken. The branching step is invoked when a candidate schedule is either included into or excluded from the CurrentSetOfSchedules by the recursive calls in lines 10 and 13. schedules are selected one after the other (Step 1) from the ListOfSchedules. Associated with each schedule is a vector identifying the k-faultyunit combinations that are tolerated (covered) by it. Cover() returns this vector. The set union of the coverage vectors of all schedules in the CurrentSetOfSchedules is the CurrentCover.
Upper and lower bounds on the number of schedules are used to prune the solution branches. For example, the cardinality of the MinimumSetOfSchedules is an upper bound on the number of schedules. If the cardinality of the CurrentSetOfSchedules is greater than that of the MinimumSetOfSchedules, this schedule inclusion branch and its branches are pruned. For each tuple in the set , there are n tI r t g rt combinations of k faulty units. The sets of k-unit combinations represented by tuples are disjoint. Based on this observation, the LowerBounds on the number of schedules for each application are determined as follows: Let the faults represented by a tuple (r I Y r P Y F F F Y r t Y F F F Y r n in the set be covered by application i. A lower bound on the required number of schedules of application i is n tH d r t g r t a s i t g r t e, where r t , s i t , and r t have been previously defined. If the tuple is covered by more than one application, the aggregate number of schedules of the applications which cover the tuple must be considered. Some of the schedules in the ListOfSchedules that have not been visited are absolutely necessary to satisfy this lower bound requirement. Hence, these schedules must also be added to the cardinality of the CurrentSetOfSchedules in line 3 when comparing with the upper bound. In line 12, if the number of schedules corresponding to an application is less than the LowerBound, all successive branches are pruned. car() and cdr() are two lisp-like functions used to return the first and remaining elements in a list, respectively.
Assignment and Scheduling
At the end of the matching phase, for each schedule of an application, hardware units that are excluded from its allocation are finalized. This determines the hardware units that are available for use by a given schedule of an application. An assignment and scheduling algorithm is invoked on each of the schedules of the applications using its usable hardware allocation. Applications can be synthesized in any order as the hardware requirements are determined prior to this step. The resulting ASPP is then mapped and synthesized using the Hyper back-end system.
Evaluation of Fault Tolerance Constrained Synthesis
The fault-tolerant ASPP synthesis techniques proposed in this section were validated on the set of DSP, video, control, and communication applications summarized in Table 6 . For each application, columns 2-5 show the number of nodes, the number of edges, the word length, and the critical path, respectively. The input latency for each application is shown in column 6. The next four columns give the hardware allocation, assuming that additions and subtractions are carried out on distinct adders and subtractors, respectively. Assuming that additions and subtractions are carried out by add-subtract units will yield a different set of results. The column titled ªregº shows the number of registers used in the implementation. The numbers in parentheses are the register counts for constants. The hardware utilization of each type is shown in the next three columns. The last column reports the area in mm P when the application is implemented as a dedicated ASIC. This is used to evaluate the area overhead of ASPPs.
The set of applications shown in Table 6 is bundled into ASPPs with the objective of minimizing the ASPP overhead for each IC. The resulting bundles were synthesized to guarantee k-unit fault-tolerant ASPPs for k IY P.
The results of one-unit fault-tolerant ASPP synthesis for the eight application bundles are summarized in Table 7 . The number of schedules used in the ASPP processor is shown in column 2. As the number of schedules increases, so does the number of registers for constant coefficients and the interconnection requirement. These are the major sources of area overhead. The next four columns are the hardware allocations used in synthesizing the ASPP processor. The area overhead vis-a-vis a dedicated implementation of the largest application is summarized in the last column. The areas reported are all in mm P . The area overhead is 14.5 percent on average and varies from 5 percent to 26 percent. The sources of the overhead are 1) the increased interconnect requirements and 2) the coefficient registers in the current dedicated register file hardware model. The low overhead is due to the inherent redundancy and the application-to-faulty-unit matching.
When supporting multiple unit fault tolerance, straightforward replication entails significant area or performance overhead. In contrast, the proposed approach can support two-unit fault tolerance with negligible performance penalty and modest area overhead. The results are summarized in Table 8 for the previously used application bundles. On an average, the area overhead is 42.2 percent and varied from a minimum of 14 percent to a maximum of 69 percent. The increase in area overhead is mainly due to additional units that were added during the latency determination phase. This is one of the first synthesis systems that has demonstrated the feasibility of automatically synthesizing multiple-fault-tolerant designs with modest area overheads. The one-unit and two-unit fault-tolerant ASPPs have significantly superior hardware utilization characteristics when compared to the less than 5 percent utilization of general purpose processors [28] .
MAXIMIZING FAULT-TOLERANCE OF AN ASPP
Consider the scenario wherein k-unit fault tolerance need not necessarily be guaranteed. Fault tolerance can still be maximized using the available hardware resources.
Problem Statement. Given an underlying hardware model, N applications, each with its execution time bound, and an overall hardware constraint, synthesize an ASPP design so that any of these N applications can be executed at any given time and the fault tolerance of the ASPP design is maximized.
Initially, an ASPP allocation, assignment, and scheduling step is carried out [40] to determine the exact hardware allocation for the entire design and for each application in the design. Starting with this definitive hardware allocation, the fault tolerance of the ASPP can be maximized by reallocating and reassigning the available units in this hardware allocation to the applications. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 . one k-unit fault g k P can be tolerated. The fault tolerance maximization problem is to choose one hardware allocation for each application so that the number of distinct faulty unit combinations that are tolerated is maximized.
Incremental Fault-Tolerant Hardware Allocation
We propose an incremental fault-tolerant (IFT) hardware allocation algorithm. The fault tolerance of the ASPP is TABLE 7 Guaranteeing One-Unit Fault Tolerance maximized, starting from one-unit fault tolerance k I and going up to the maximum achievable k-unit fault tolerance k wxu. Such an incremental strategy is justified because k-unit failures are more probable than k + 1-unit failures. wxu is obtained from the hardware units used in the ASPP and the hardware units required for each of the applications. For each value of k, we select an allocation for each application and evaluate the allocation by counting the number of distinct k-faulty unit combinations covered by it. If the number of distinct k-faulty unit combinations covered by the candidate allocation is better than that of the best allocation(s), it becomes the best allocation. However, if the candidate allocation covers the same number of distinct k-faulty unit combinations as the best allocation(s), it is added to this list of best allocation(s). This list of best allocations is then used as the starting point for improving the k + 1-unit fault tolerance. Table 9 summarizes the results of seven resource constrained fault-tolerant ASPPs. While column 2 shows the applications in the bundles, column 3 shows the throughput constraints of applications. Since fault tolerance is maximized (and not guaranteed), it is important to identify the faults that are tolerated. Consequently, the modules that are not used by an application are listed in column 7. Prefixes A, S, and M stand for adder, subtracter, and multiplier, respectively. The area of the synthesized ASPP and the area overhead vis-a-vis the area of the largest dedicated ASIC design are summarized in the last column. The area of the synthesized ASPPs includes the area of the composed controller. In these ASPP implementations, we assume that the composed ASPP controller is fault-free. The first term within parentheses in the last column shows the percent overhead of a non-fault-tolerant ASPP. The second term shows the percent overhead of rendering these ASPPs faulttolerant. The additional area overhead of rendering a basic ASPP fault-tolerant is less than 7 percent. The average area overhead for these designs is consistent with those of guaranteed one-unit fault tolerance summarized in Section 5.4. This is because all of the designs (except for design #5) turned out to be one-unit fault-tolerant. The first two designs in Table 9 are truly multifunctional in that all applications are distinct. The next three ASPPs are partially multifunctional in that some of the applications have two schedules. For example, design #5 has one schedule each of ADAPT and WAVELET and two WDF9 schedules. Since, the two WDF9 schedules have different hardware allocations, they can tolerate faults in different functional units. Finally, designs #6 and #7 implement multiple schedules of a single application (with different latencies). Consequently, these fault-tolerant designs yield gracefully degradable implementations of a single application. The performance of design #7 degrades by six clock cycles in the presence of any single module failure.
Evaluation of Resource Constrained Fault Tolerance
K-unit Fault Tolerance of ASPP Designs
The k-unit fault tolerance capabilities of the designs synthesized using the IFT allocation are summarized in Table 10 . Except for #5, all designs can tolerate all single functional unit faults. In addition, these designs can tolerate some k-unit failures as well. For example, design #1 can tolerate 84.8 percent of all two-unit faults and 58.6 percent of all triple functional unit failures and so on.
CONCLUSION
We presented a computer aided design approach to synthesize ASPP designs that can tolerate single and multiple functional unit failures. We showed how fault tolerance can be incorporated at the behavioral level by combining the flexibility of multiple applications in an ASPP with judicious application-to-faulty-unit assignment. We described a fault-tolerant synthesis system to design ASPPs that are guaranteed to be k-unit fault-tolerant. Then, Fig. 10 . Hardware allocation to maximize ASPP fault tolerance.
we described a hardware reallocation algorithm to maximize the fault tolerance of ASPP designs subject to resource constraints.
Inherent redundancy of multiapplication ASPPs has been used to yield low cost one-unit and two-unit fault tolerance. These fault-tolerant ASPPs in addition yield multiunit fault tolerance for free. However, extending this approach to single application fault tolerance will result in significant area overheads. The area overhead of multi and single-application ASPPs can be reduced via graceful performance degradation. The fault-tolerant ASPPs had very low area overheads for tolerating single unit failures and modest overheads for tolerating multiple unit failures. He has published more than 150 papers in leading CAD, real-time, and signal processing journals and conferences. He holds five patents. He received the Okawa Foundation Grant, the US National Science Foundation CAREER award and a number of best paper awards. He also received the TRW/School of Engineering and Applied Science at UCLA Excellence in Teaching Award in 1998. His research interests include system design, embedded systems, computational security, and intellectual property protection.
